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Abstract: The reactions of piperonylic acid (HPip) and cinnamic acid (HCinn) with 4,4’-bipyridine
(4,4’-bipy) have been assayed using the same synthetic methodology, yielding two binary cocrystals
with different acid:4,4’-bipy molar ratios, (HPip)(4,4’-bipy) (1) and (HCinn)2(4,4’-bipy) (2). The
melting point (m.p.) of these cocrystals have been measured and a remarkable difference (∆T ≈ 78 ◦C)
between them was observed. Moreover, the two cocrystals have been characterized by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD), elemental analysis (EA), FTIR-ATR, 1H NMR spectroscopies, and single-crystal
X-ray diffraction. The study of their structural packings via Hirshfeld surface analysis and energy
frameworks revealed the important contribution of the π···π and C-H···π interactions to the formation
of different structural packing motifs, this being the main reason for the difference of m.p. between
them. Moreover, it has been observed that 1 and 2 presented the same packing motifs as the crystal
structure of their corresponding carboxylic acids, but 1 and 2 showed lower m.p. than those of the
carboxylic acids, which could be related to the lower strength of the acid-pyridine heterosynthons
respect to the acid-acid homosynthons in the crystal structures.
Keywords: cocrystals; 4,4’-bipyridine; piperonylic acid; cinnamic acid; acid-pyridine heterosynthon;
X-ray crystal structures; melting point; Hirshfeld surface analysis; energy frameworks
1. Introduction
Over the last 50 years, crystal engineering has emerged as an interdisciplinary field
between crystallography and chemistry through the rationalization of crystal structures
from the molecular and supramolecular assemblies [1,2]. For this purpose, the study of
strong and recurrent patterns of supramolecular interactions, known as supramolecular
synthons, has allowed the control and prediction of the assembly of Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients (APIs) with guest molecules (coformers) [3]. Within this frame, multicompo-
nent solids comprising salts and cocrystals have inspired great interest owing to their ability
to enhance the physicochemical properties of APIs [4]. In addition, the classification of
intermolecular interactions into supramolecular synthons has allowed for simplifying the
extended scaffold of multicomponent solids into modular units, facilitating their study [5]
and the better understanding of the relationship between structural packing and their
effects on different physicochemical (melting point [6], solubility [7] or stability [8], among
others [9–14]) and mechanical properties [15,16].
In this sense, the appropriate selection of the starting molecules for the controlled
formation of either cocrystals or salts is usually done bearing in mind the pKa values of
the starting materials. In fact, there is a rule of thumb that dictates, depending on the
∆pKa value (∆pKa = pKa[protonated base] - pKa[acid]), the proton will remain in the acid
(∆pKa < 0) resulting in a cocrystal, or it will be placed in the base (∆pKa > 3.75) obtaining
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a salt [17–19]. In addition, there are intermediate cases where ∆pKa is between 0 and
3.75 and the pKa rule cannot be applied successfully, since the location of the proton is
sometimes challenging because it is between the acid and the base forming a salt-cocrystal
continuum [20,21].
Among all cocrystals, those containing carboxylic acids are widely studied because
they are commonly found in APIs [22–24]. Therefore, the study of cocrystals formed by
carboxylic acids is useful when relating to the effects of supramolecular interactions in
properties. Furthermore, carboxylic acids and pyridine derivatives are usually combined
for the obtention of cocrystals due to the possibility of predicting their main interaction
through the formation of the robust and recurrent acid-pyridine heterosynthon [25,26].
Previously, our group obtained a binary cocrystal based on the acid-amide heterosyn-
thon composed of two 1,3-benzodioxole-5-carboxylic acid molecules (piperonylic acid,
HPip) and one isonicotinamide molecule (Isn) with formula (HPip)2(Isn) [27]. As a contin-
uation, in this contribution, we have selected the 4,4’.bipyridine (4,4’-bipy) as a coformer
and the HPip and trans-3-phenylacrylic acid (cinnamic acid, HCinn) molecules to syn-
thesize two cocrystals based on the acid-pyridine heterosynthon. Following the same
synthetic methodology, two binary cocrystals with different acid:4,4’-bipy molar ratios
have been obtained, (HPip)(4,4’-bipy) (1) and (HCinn)2(4,4’-bipy) (2) (Scheme 1). The
melting point values of both have been measured and their difference with respect to the
starting materials has been studied in terms of crystal packing through the analysis of
their corresponding crystalline structures. Moreover, Hirshfeld surface analysis, energy
frameworks, and lattice energy calculations have been used for better understanding the
measured melting point values.
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2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials and General Methods
1,3-benzodioxole-5-carboxylic acid (piperonylic acid, HPip), trans-3-phenylacrylic acid
(cinnamic acid, HCinn), 4,4’-bipyridine (4,4’-bipy), and methanol (MeOH) as solvent were
purchased fr m Sigma-Aldrich. Deuterate dimethylsulfoxide (dmso-d6) was used for
the NMR experiments and was purchased fro Eurisotop (Saint-Aubin, France). All of
them were used without further purification. All the reactions and manipulations were
carried out in air at room temperature (RT). Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns
were measured with a PANalytical X’Pert PRO MPD θ/θ powder diffractometer of a
240 millimeter radius, in a configuration convergent beam with a focalizing mirror and
a transmission geometry with flat samples sandwiched between low absorbing films. A
CuKα radiation with λ = 1.5418 Å was used (45 kW and 40 mA). All of them were recorded
from 2θ = 2◦ to 60◦ with a step scan of 0.0263◦ and a measuring time of 300 s per step.
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Melting points (m.p.) were measured on a Stuart Melting Point Apparatus SMP30 (Cole-
Parmer, UK), using a 2.0 ◦C/min step rate from RT to 200 ◦C. Elemental analyses (C, H,
N) were carried on a Euro Vector 3100 instrument. FTIR-ATR spectra were recorded on
a Tensor 27 (Bruker) spectrometer, equipped with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
accessory model MKII Golden Gate with a diamond window in the range 4000–500 cm−1.
1H NMR spectra were recorded on an NMR-FT Bruker 360 and 400 MHz spectrometers
in dmso-d6 solutions at RT. All chemical shifts (δ) are given in ppm relative to TMS as the
internal standard.
2.2. Synthesis of Cocrystals 1 and 2
For cocrystal 1, equimolar quantities of HPip (101 mg, 0.608 mmol) and 4,4’-bipy
(95.0 mg, 0.608 mmol) were dissolved in 15 mL of MeOH at RT and stirred for six hours.
The resulting colorless solution was concentrated under vacuum until a white crystalline
solid precipitated. The obtained solid was filtered and dried under vacuum. The synthesis
of 2 was performed by the same methodology but using HCinn instead of HPip.
Suitable colorless crystals of 1 and 2 were obtained by slow evaporation of the mother
liquors in air for seven (1) or eight (2) days.
1. Isolated Yield: 111 mg (56.8%). M.p. 188-189 ◦C. Elemental analysis calc(%) for
C18H14N2O4 (322.31): C 67.08; H 4.38; N 8.69; found: C 66.94; H 4.27; N 8.54. FTIR-
ATR (wavenumber, cm−1): 3085-3026(w) [ν(C-H)ar], 2986-2919(w) [ν(C-H)al], 2782(w),
2597-2165(br) [ν(O-H)], 1980-1771(br) [ν(OH···N)], 1699(w) [ν(COOH)], 1690(w), 1626(w),
1592(w) [ν(C=C/C=N)], 1538(w), 1498(m) [δ(C=C/C=N)], 1435(w), 1408(w), 1360(w),
1287(m), 1261(s), 1243(m), 1214(m), 1162(m) [ν(C-O-C)], 1108(m), 1072(m), 1034(m) [δ(C-
H)ip], 1014(m) [δ(C-H)ip], 989(w), 933(m), 914(m), 880(w), 852(w), 832(w), 808(s) [δ(C-
H)oop], 776(w), 761(s) [δ(C-H)oop], 734(w), 718(w), 668(w), 621(s), 567(w), 528(m). 1H
NMR (360 MHz; dmso-d6; Me4Si; 298 K): δ = 12.79 [1H, s, COOHHPip], 8.73 [4H, d,
3J = 4.2 Hz, o-H4,4’-bipy], 7.83 [4H, d, 3J = 4.5 Hz, m-H4,4’-bipy], 7.54 [1H, d, 3J = 8.1 Hz,
HOOC−C−CH−CHHPip], 7.36 [1H, s, HOOC−C−CH−COHPip], 7.00 [1H, d, 3J = 8.1 Hz,
HOOC−C−CH−CHHPip], 6.12 [2H, s, O−CH2−OHPip].
2. Isolated Yield: 95.5 mg (61.9%). M.p. 110-111 ◦C. Elemental analysis calc(%) for
C28H24N2O4 (452.50): C 74.32; H 5.35; N 6.19; found: C 74.05; H 5.18; N 6.02. FTIR-ATR
(wavenumber, cm−1): 3068-3026(w) [ν(C-H)ar], 2985-2896(w) [ν(C-H)alk], 2795(w), 2673(w),
2583-2166(br) [ν(O-H)], 2029-1787(br) [ν(OH···N)], 1688(m) [ν(COOH)], 1633(m), 1594(m)
[ν(C=C/C=N)], 1532(w), 1490(w), 1447(w), 1406(s) [δ(C=C/C=N)], 1327(m), 1308(m),
1280(m), 1205(m), 1190(s), 1160(w), 1074(w), 1061(m) [δ(C-H)ip], 1040(w), 988(s) [δ(C-
H)ip], 965(m), 872(w), 851(w), 802(s) [δ(C-H)oop], 765(s) [δ(C-H)oop], 719(m), 708(w),
690(s), 685(s), 630(w), 619(w), 608(m), 572(w), 524(m). 1H NMR (400 MHz; dmso-d6;
Me4Si; 298 K): δ = 12.37 [2H, s, COOHHCinn], 8.72 [4H, d, 3J = 5.7 Hz, o-H4,4’-bipy], 7.82
[4H, d, 3J = 5.7 Hz, m-H4,4’-bipy], 7.67 [4H, d, 3J = 6.2 Hz, o-HHCinn], 7.59 [2H, d, 3J =
16.0 Hz, HOOC−CH−CHHCinn], 7.41 [6H, m, m-HHCinn + p-HHCinn], 6.53 [2H, d, 3J = 16.0,
HOOC−CH−CHHCinn].
2.3. X-ray Crystallographic Data
For cocrystals 1 and 2, colorless prism-like specimens were used for the X-ray crys-
tallographic analysis. The X-ray intensity data was measured on a D8 Venture system
equipped with a multilayer monochromate and a Mo microfocus (λ = 0.71073 Å). For all the
compounds, the frames were integrated with the Bruker SAINT Software Package using a
narrow-frame algorithm. For 1, the H atoms were located on a difference synthesis and
refined with an isotropic temperature factor equal to 1.2, the equivalent temperature factor
of the atom was linked, and 13 H atoms were computed and refined, using a riding model,
with an isotropic temperature factor equal to 1.2, the equivalent temperature factor of the
atom which was linked and thus, the bond lengths of X-H were fixed. Moreover, the H atom
bound to O have been refined without AFIX, and the difference electron density appeared
at 0.9 Å from O atom and at 1.5 Å from N atom. For 2, all the other hydrogen atoms were
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refined using a riding model (AFIX) with an isotropic temperature factor equal to 1.2, the
equivalent temperature factor of the atom to which are linked, and thus, the bond lengths of
X-H were fixed. For 1, the integration of the data using a monoclinic unit cell yielded a total
of 20300 reflections to a maximum θ angle of 26.40◦ (0.80 Å resolution), of which 2999 were
independent (average redundancy 6.769, completeness = 99.8%, Rint = 6.40%, Rsig = 4.15%)
and 2456 (81.89%) were greater than 2σ(|F|2). The calculated minimum and maximum
transmission coefficients (based on crystal size) are 0.6133 and 0.7474. For 2, the integration
of the data using a monoclinic unit cell yielded a total of 18015 reflections to a maximum θ
angle of 30.91◦ (0.69 Å resolution), of which 3609 were independent (average redundancy
4.992, completeness = 98.1%, Rint = 7.78%, Rsig = 6.91%) and 2136 (59.19%) were greater
than 2σ(|F|2). The calculated minimum and maximum transmission coefficients (based
on crystal size) are 0.6585 and 0.7461 (Table 1). The temperature used for performing these
experiments was 100(2) K.
Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement for 1 and 2.
1 2
CCDC 2058460 2058461
Empirical Formula C18H14N2O4 C28H24N2O4
Formula weight 322.31 452.49
T (K) 100(2) 100(2)
Wavelength (Å) 0.71073 0.71073
System, space group Monoclinic, P21/c Monoclinic, P21/n
a (Å) 3.7524(6) 7.8058(10)
b (Å) 18.427(3) 7.1639(8)
c (Å) 21.139(3) 20.786(3)
α (◦) 90 90
β (◦) 92.646(6) 93.147(5)
γ (◦) 90 90
V (Å3) 1460.1(4) 1160.6(3)
Z 4 2
Dcalc (mg/m3) 1.466 1.295
µ (mm−1) 0.105 0.087
F (000) 672 476
Crystal size (mm3) 0.208× 0.039× 0.036 0.270× 0.120× 0.090
hkl ranges −4<=h<=4, −23<=k<=23, −26<=l<=26 −11<=h<=11, −10<=k<=10, −29<=l<=29
θ range (◦) 2.210 to 26.402 2.741 to 30.909
Reflections collected/unique/[Rint] 20300 / 2999 / [Rint] = 0.0640 18015 / 3609 / [Rint] = 0.0778
Completeness to θ (%) 99.8 99.9
Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents Semi-empirical from equivalents
Max. and min. transmission 0.7474 and 0.6133 0.7461 and 0.6585
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on |F|2 Full-matrix least-squares on |F|2
Data/Restrains/Parameters 2999 / 0 / 221 3609 / 0 / 157
Goodness-on-fit (GOF) on |F|2 1.107 1.063








Extinction coefficient n/a 0.019(3)
Largest diff-peak and hole (e. Å−3) 0.232 and −0.290 0.301 and −0.297
The structures were solved and refined using the Bruker SHELXTL Software package
and refined using SHELX (version 2018/3) [28]. For 1, the final anisotropic full-matrix least-
squares refinement on |F|2 with 221 variables converged at R1 = 5.39% for the observed
data and wR2 = 11.74% for all data. For 2, the final anisotropic full-matrix least-squares
refinement on |F|2 with 157 variables converged at R1 = 5.53% for the observed data
and wR2 = 15.07% for all data. For 1 and 2, the final cell constants and volume are based
upon the refinement of the XYZ-centroids of reflections above 2θ σ(I). Data were corrected
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for absorption effects using the Multi-Scan method (SADABS). Crystal data and relevant
details of structure refinement for compounds 1 and 2 are reported in Table 1. Molecular
graphics were generated using Mercury (version 4.3.1) [29–31] with POV-Ray Package
(version 3.7) [32]. Color codes for all molecular graphics: red (O), light blue (N), dark grey
(C), and white (H).
2.4. Computational Details of Hirshfeld Surface Analysis, Energy Frameworks, and Lattice Energy
Hirshfeld surface analysis and energy frameworks of the two cocrystals have been
performed with CrystalExplorer 17.5 [33]. Hirshfeld surfaces, combined with 2D fingerprint
plots, are a powerful graphical tool to evaluate the supramolecular interactions present in
crystal structures. The surface mapping facilitates their identification while the fingerprint
plot outlines the distances between the atoms involved in these contacts. Owing to the
multicomponent nature of cocrystals, the Hirshfeld surfaces of the components have been
calculated independently for each different molecule of the unit cell using an isovalue of
0.5 e·au−3.
Moreover, all the crystal structures have been analyzed by energy frameworks analysis
with TONTO [34], using the CE-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) energy model, starting from the .cif files
obtained from the single-crystal X-ray diffraction data. The energy framework is a unique
tool to visualize the supramolecular architecture of crystal structures. The total energy (Etot)
is divided into electrostatic (Eele), polarization (Epol), dispersion (Edis), and repulsion (Erep)
contribution energies, in which cylinders represent the relative strength of the molecular
packing and have been fixed at a scale factor of 150 to make their comparison possible.
All the different molecules confined in a cluster of 20 Å in the unit cell, including those
crystallographically independent, have been used for the interaction energy calculations.
The contribution of all the molecular pairs themselves and with the neighboring ones, as
well as the contributions of the nearby molecules themselves, were included, ensuring that
at a higher radius the total energies did not differ more than 1 KJ/mol [35].
The obtention of the total energy for each particular interaction can be achieved by
applying Equation (1), where scale factors are applied for each contribution in order to cali-
brate the energy values against B3LYP-D2/6-31G(d,p) interaction energies, as implemented
in CrystalExplorer 17.5 [35,36].









Furthermore, the calculation of the total interaction energies between each molecular
pair allows the obtention of the lattice energy (Elat) of each structure applying Equation (2),
where Ni is the number of molecule pairs in the cluster with that interaction energy and Ei








3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Cocrystals 1 and 2
Cocrystals 1 and 2 have been afforded by mixing the corresponding carboxylic acids
(HPip, 1; HCinn, 2) with 4,4’-bipyirdine in a 1:1 molar ratio using MeOH as solvent at RT.
The resulting products consist of two binary cocrystals, one with 1:1 (1) and the other with
2:1 (2) acid:4,4’-bipy molar ratios. The pKa values of the starting molecules (4,4’-bipy: 3.17,
4.82; HPip: 4.35; HCinn: 4.46), allow us to calculate the corresponding ∆pKa parameters
(pKa1(4,4’-bipy) – pKacarboxylic acid), both lying in the ∆pKa < 0 range (1: −1.18; 2: −1.29).
Therefore, the obtention of cocrystals is expected [17].
Cocrystals 1 and 2 were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), melting
point (m.p.), elemental analysis (EA), FTIR-ATR, and 1H NMR spectroscopies. Detailed
information is provided in the Supporting Information (Figures S1–S5). Furthermore,
single crystals suitable for the X-ray diffraction method have been obtained. The m.p.
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values are 188–189 ◦C (1) and 110−111 ◦C (2), showing a difference of ∆T ≈ 78 ◦C between
them and exhibiting displacement with respect to the corresponding starting materials.
G.L. Perlovich compiled a complete database quantifying over a large number of cocrystal
structures the number of cocrystals with m.p. lying between the starting molecules (55.3%),
below (28.9%) and beyond (15.8%) them [38]. Based on this database, the m.p. of 1 lies
in the more usual case, since it is placed between the values of the former molecules.
Conversely, cocrystal 2 presents a m.p. lower than HCinn and 4,4’-bipy, probably due to
their weaker intermolecular interactions compared with the crystalline structure of the
starting molecules [39,40].
The crystal structure of both cocrystals has been elucidated by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction and then, analyzed and discussed using the graph set descriptors developed by
M.C. Etter. In both structures, the patterns have only been reduced into supramolecular
rings (R) and the notation has been given as Rad(n), where “a” represents the number of
H-bond acceptors, “d” is the number of H-bond donors and “n” is the minimum number
of atoms for completing the supramolecular rings [41,42].
3.2. Crystal and Extended Structure of (HPip)(4,4’-bipy) (1)
Cocrystal 1 belongs to the monoclinic P21/c space group. It consists of a binary
cocrystal containing one HPip and one 4,4’-bipy molecule associated through an HPip-
4,4’-bipy heterosynthon with R22(7) graph set descriptor (O1-H1···N1, 1.62(4) Å, 172(3)◦;
C13-H13···O2, 2.95 Å, 121◦) (Table 2; Figure 1a). It is noteworthy to mention that to the
best of our knowledge [43], a few numbers of cocrystal structures containing 4,4’-bipy and
carboxylic acids present the recurrent acid-pyridine heterosynthon only through one of
their nitrogen atoms, while the other displays a weak C-H···N interaction [44,45]. Moreover,
the bond lengths of C-O (1.323(3) Å) and C=O (1.221(3) Å) of the carboxylic acid confirm
that the cocrystal has been obtained. These bond lengths conjointly with the interaction
parameters of the heterosynthon are similar to other reported binary 1:1 cocrystals [44,45].
Table 2. Selected supramolecular interactions for cocrystal 1.
D-H···A D-H (Å) H···A (Å) D···A (Å) > D-H···A (◦)
O(1)-H(1)···N(1) 0.99(3) 1.62(4) 2.603(2) 172(3)
C(13)-H(13)···O(2) 0.95 2.95 3.540(3) 121
C(4)-H(4)···O(3) 0.95 2.69 3.612(2) 164
C(6)-H(6AB)···N(2) 0.99 2.58 3.348(3) 134
C(12)-H(12)···O(2) 0.95 2.47 3.369(3) 159
C(15)-H(15)···O(2) 0.95 2.45 3.395(3) 173
C(10)-H(10)···O(4) 0.95 2.47 3.326(3) 150
C(6)-H(6A)···N(2) 0.99 2.73 3.589(3) 146
Cg(I)···Cg(J) dCg-Cga (Å) αb (◦) β, γc (◦) dplane-planed doffsete
Cg(1)···Cg(1) 3.7523(13) 0 28.4 3.3021(8) 1.782
Cg(2)···Cg(2) 3.7524(14) 0 20.3 3.5187(9) 1.304
Cg(3)···Cg(3) 3.7523(13) 0 20.6 3.5113(9) 1.323
a Centroid-centroid distance. b Dihedral angle between the ring planes. c Offset angles: angle between Cg(I)-Cg(J)
vector and normal to plane I, angle between Cg(I)-Cg(J) vector and normal to plane J (β = γ, when α = 0). d
Perpendicular distance of Cg(I) on plane J and perpendicular distance of Cg(J) on plane I (equal when α = 0). e
Horizontal displacement or slippage between Cg(I) and Cg(J) (equal for both centroids when α = 0). Cg(1) = C(2)
C(3) C(4) C(5) C(7) C(8); Cg(2) = N(1) C(9) C(10) C(11) C(12) C(13); Cg(3) = N(2) C(14) C(15) C(16) C(17) C(18).




Figure 1. (a) Structure of cocrystal (HPip)(4,4’-bpy) (1). (b) Chain 1 and (c) chain 2 of cocrystal 1, both expanding along the 
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2(8) motif is formed by
two interactions between the m-H of the HPip and a dioxole oxygen atom (C4-H4···O3,
2.69 Å, 164◦). The R33(16) motif contains one of the previous C4-H4···O3 interactions
together with a C-H···N association between a dioxole proton and one of the nitrogen
atoms from a 4,4’-bipy (C6-H6AB···N2, 2.58 Å, 134◦), and a C-H···O interaction between a
m-H from a 4,4’-bipy and the carboxylic oxygen atom not involved in the HPip-4,4’-bipy
heterosynthon (C12-H12···O2, 2.47 Å, 159◦). Furthermore, the third supramolecular ring,
presenting a R24(10) motif contains two C12-H12···O2 and two C13-H13···O2 interactions
from the heterosynthons (Figure 1b).
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4(16) motif combines de C-H···O interaction from the heterosyn-
thon with another C-H···O association promoted by a m-H atom from the 4,4’-bipy and
a dioxole oxygen atom (C15-H15···O2, 2.45 Å, 173◦), whereas the R44(24) motif is formed
by the previously mentioned C15-H15···O2 and C6-H6AB···N2 interactions (Figure 1c).
Furthermore, both chains are connected along the c axis through a C10-H10···O4 inter-
action between a third m-H atom from the 4,4’-bipy with the other dioxole oxygen atom
(C10-H10···O4, 2.47 Å, 150◦) (Figure 1d).
Finally, the structure is expanded along the a axis through three π···π interactions
(Cg1···Cg1, 3.7523(13) Å, Cg2···Cg2, 3.7524(14) Å, Cg3···Cg3, 3.7523(13) Å) (Table 2;
Figure 1e) [46]. These interactions are supported by two C-H···N interactions promoted by
the two dioxole hydrogen atoms with the nitrogen atoms not involved in the HPip-4,4’-bipy
heterosynthon (C6-H6AB···N2; C6-H6A···N2, 2.73 Å, 146◦). In addition, the m-H atoms of
the 4,4’-bipy involved in the formation of chain 1 and 2 (C12-H12···O2 and C15-H15···O2)
held two HPip molecules together, one above the other, facilitating the π ··π stackings. All
this set of interactions promotes the formation of a 3D network with a lamellar motif.
3.3. Crystal and Extended Structure of (HCinn)2(4,4’-bipy) (2)
Cocrystal 2 belongs to the monoclinic P21/n space group. It consists of a binary
cocrystal containing two HCinn and one completely plane 4,4’-bipy molecules associated
through two HCinn-4,4’-bipy heterosynthons (O1-H1···N003, 1.61(2) Å, 178.4(14)◦; C10-
H10···O2, 2.57 Å, 126◦), both forming the characteristic R22(7) graph set descriptor (Table 3;
Figure 2a). The bond lengths of C-O (1.325(2) Å) and C=O (1.224(2) Å) of the carboxylic
acid group conjointly with the interaction parameters of the HCinn-4,4’-bipy heterosynthon
are similar to other reported binary 2:1 cocrystals and confirm that the cocrystal has been
obtained [47,48].
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Table 3. Selected supramolecular interactions for cocrystal 2.
D-H···A D-H (Å) H···A (Å) D···A (Å) > D-H···A (◦)
O(1)-H(f··N(003) 1.03(2) 1.61(2) 2.636(2) 178.4(14)
C(10)-H(10)···O2 0.95 2.57 3.227(2) 126
C(2)-H(2)···O(2) 0.95 2.47 3.381(2) 160
C(9)-H(9)···O(1) 0.95 2.68 3.401(2) 133
C(7)-H(7)···Cg(1) 0.95 2.95 3.770(2) 146
Cg(1) = C(4) C(5) C(6) C(7) C(8) C(9).
Cocrystal 2 forms chains in the [120
]
and [241] directions through the HCinn-4,4’-bipy
heterosynthon combined with a double hydrogen bond with R22(8) graph set descriptor
formed between the oxygen atom from the carboxylic groups which does not participate in
the HCinn-4,4’-bipy heterosynthon and one of the hydrogen atoms from the double bonds
of HCinn placed nearer to the carboxylic moieties (C2-H2···O2, 2.47 Å, 160◦) (Figure 2b).
Furthermore, the two chains with different crystallographic directions are connected be-
tween them by a C-H···π and a C-H···O interactions. The C-H···π interaction joints the
p-H atoms of HCinn with the aromatic rings of nearby HCinn molecules (C7-H7···Cg1,
2.95 Å, 146◦), while the C-H···O interaction supports the connection of the chains by the
association of two HCinn molecules through an o-H atom and a protonated oxygen atom
from the carboxylic group (C9-H9···O1, 2.68 Å, 133◦) (Figure 2c). These sets of interactions
expand the structure of 2 forming zig-zag chains along the bc plane, which are held together
through the a axis by the C9-H9···O1 and C7-H7···Cg1 interactions, forming a herringbone
motif 3D network (Figure 2d).
3.4. Hirshfeld Surface Analysis and Energy Frameworks Calculations of 1 and 2
The Hirshfeld surfaces and 2D fingerprint plots of 1 and 2 were analyzed for the
identification of the main intermolecular interactions, which will provide us a better
overview of the contribution of the different atoms of each molecule in the crystal packing.
Detailed information of the dnorm and curvedness mappings of the different molecules of
both cocrystals as well as a chart representation of the percentages of Hirshfeld surface of
each molecule of 1 and 2 is provided in the Supporting Information (Figures S6–S8).
The 2D fingerprint plots of both cocrystals show the COOH···N heterosynthon as the
more important interaction with a prominent spike with de+di ≈ 1.6 Å (Figure 3a,b). The
fingerprint plot of 1 contains in its H···N/N···H contacts the heterosynthon interaction and
the two C-H···N associations involving the dioxole hydrogen atoms, while in the same
type of contacts of 2, only the heterosynthon is observed. Therefore, the direct comparison
between the heterosynthons is difficult to achieve based only on the percentage of Hirshfeld
surface and we can only observe that H···N/N···H contacts in 1 are more important than
in 2.
When the H···O contacts of both cocrystal were analyzed, a spike with a higher de+di
length of 1 with respect to 2 was found (1: 2.5 Å; 2: 2.3 Å). The comparison of the percentage
of H···O contacts in HPip and HCinn carboxylic acids show similar values (1: 5.7%; 2:
5.9%), probably because there is a competence between the nearer interaction of 1 and the
higher number of interactions in 2. By contrast, the H···O contacts of 4,4’-bipy fingerprint
plots clearly show how the number of interactions in 1 rises the percentage value when
compared with 2 (1: 14.8%; 2: 9.7%) (Figure 3c,d). Furthermore, the O···H interactions
show similar lengths around de+di ≈ 2.3 Å, where the same trend as in the H···O contacts
is also observed (1: 26.7%; 2: 12.8%) (Figure 3e,f).
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The last interacti s to analyze for both cocrystals were those involving aromatic
ri s. For 1, a well-defined region is bserved when the C···C of t e HPi nd 4,4’-bipy
mol cules are represented (Figure 3g). The higher number of π···π interactions in 4,4’-bipy
over HPip is also in accordance with the higher p rcentage of C···C contacts in 4,4’-bipy
(12.0%) with r spect to HPip (8.6%). Moreover, the analysis of the 2D fingerprint plots
of cocrystal 2 revealed the characteristic “wings” shape in the HCinn mol cules either
through the C···H (16.0%) as well as for the H···C (12.0%) contacts, s ggesting the presence
of C-H···π interactions (Figure 3h) [49].
Aiming to better understand the structural packing of both cocrystals by comparing
the different contribution energies, energy framework contributions have been calculated.
The energy frameworks of 1 and 2 exhibited that the electrostatic contribution is the most
important energy component, since the molecular pairs joined by the heterosynthons
outstands are represented as the biggest red cylinders. Therefore, their contribution in the
associated total energies of −46.1 (1) and −48.9 (2) KJ/mol should be a majority. Moreover,
2 presents other remarkable red cylinders that joint the molecular pairs forming a zig-zag
energy topology (SI: Table S1) [50]. Despite 1 not presenting other remarkable cylinders, the
number of weaker interactions related with small cylinders with associated total energies
between −16.2 and −8.8 KJ/mol is considerably higher and form various zig-zag energy
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topologies, which could be promoted by the torsion of the 4,4’-bipy and the presence of the
dioxole hydrogen atoms in HPip (Figure 4a,b).
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The dispersion forces, though less significant, are essential in the crystal packing
of both cocrystals, since they assemble the chains formed by electrostatic contribution
energies. For 1, the dispersion interactions are attributed to the three π···π interactions
which should be the main contributors to the associated total energies of−25.8 KJ/mol and
−23.4 KJ/mol (Figure 4c), while for 2 these forces are ascribed to C-H···π interactions with
a major contribution in an associated total energy value significantly lower of−10.8 KJ/mol
(Figure 4d).
The total energy representation showed an overall view of the different energetic
contributions. In these representations, it is observed how 1 sustain its 3D framework by a
more crowded array formed by the HPip-4,4’-bipy heterosynthons, a high number of weak
interactions forming various zig-zag energy topologies, and three π···π interactions being
part of cylinders with an intermediate strength between those where the heterosynthon
and the C-H···O interactions mainly contribute (Figure 4e). On the other hand, cocrystal 2
presented a less crowded energy framework where the HCinn-4,4’-bipy heterosynthons, a
lower number of weak interactions forming also zig-zag energy topologies, and C-H···π in-
teractions being part of cylinders with significantly lower associated total energy compared
with the previous π···π interactions, held the 3D network together (Figure 4f).
Finally, the obtention of the total energy for each particular interaction allows us to cal-
culate the lattice energy (Elat) of 1 and 2 to ensure they are thermodynamically more favor-
able than the crystal structures of the starting materials [51,52]. The calculated values were
−225.4 KJ/mol (1) and −333.7 KJ/mol (2) being like other 1:1 and 2:1 cocrystals [53–55].
Considering the ratio of the molecules of 1 and 2, the obtained lattice energies are lower
than the sum of the lattice energies of the starting materials (Table 4). Detailed information
of the overall contribution energies used for the lattice energy calculations are provided in
the Supporting Information (Table S2).
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Table 4. Lattice energy (Elat) of the crystal structures of the starting materials and cocrystals 1 and 2.
All the values have been obtained using CrystalExplorer 17.5 from the corresponding .cif files.
Structure CCDC Number Elat (KJ/mol)
4,4’-bipy 131130 [56] −93.8
HPip 608427 [57] −121.2
HCinn 1547787 [58] −115.6
1 2058460 −225.4
2 2058461 −333.7
3.5. Relationship of Melting Point Values with Packing Effects of Cocrystals 1 and 2
The comparison between 1 and 2 and with their starting materials was performed to
try to find some explanations for their m.p. values based on crystal packing effects. For
this purpose, the crystal densities and the packing efficiencies have been obtained from the
crystallographic data of 1 and 2, and from the crystal structures of the starting materials
(Table 5) [43].
Table 5. Structural parameters and melting point values of 4,4’-bipy, HPip and HCinn crystal structures, and cocrystals 1
and 2.
Structure CCDC Number Melting Point (◦C) Crystal Density (mg/m3) Packing Efficiency (%)
4,4’-bipy 131130 [56] 112–113 1.255 68.00
HPip 608427 [57] 231–232 1.555 72.63
HCinn 1547787 [58] 135–136 1.321 70.96
1 2058460 188–189 1.466 73.79
2 2058461 110–111 1.295 69.63
The crystal structure of HPip and HCinn carboxylic acids present acid-acid homosyn-
thons having a major contribution in cylinders with considerably higher associated total
energy (HPip: −84.5; HCinn: −79.7 KJ/mol) compared with the corresponding acid-
pyridine heterosynthons (1: −46.1; 2: −48.9 KJ/mol) (SI: Table S3; Figures S9–S10). These
acid-acid homosynthons conjointly with other weak C-H···O interactions form 1D chains
in HPip and HCinn crystal structures contributing to the energy associated to cylinders
with similar total energy values. Therefore, the comparison of these chains with respect to
those of 1 and 2, shows how the presence of the acid-acid homosynthons should have an
important effect on the m.p. values, since it has a major contribution in an associated total
energy value ≈1.6–1.8 times higher than the corresponding heterosynthons. Moreover,
if we study the interactions that connect their supramolecular chains, we observe that
HPip shows strong π···π interactions (mostly contributing to the cylinder with the total
energy of −35.6 KJ/mol) forming a lamellar motif, while HCinn presents weaker C-H···π
interactions (−9.5 KJ/mol) showing a herringbone motif. The different packings between
the two carboxylic acids could also affect the m.p. of HPip over HCinn, which is also in
accordance with their crystal density and packing efficiency values (Table 5).
When the 3D networks of the two cocrystals have been analyzed, the same structural
motifs as in the corresponding starting carboxylic acids have been observed. Herein, the
different structural motifs promoted by the different planar interactions are suggested
as the main contributors responsible for the difference in m.p. between 1 and 2, as it
happens with the comparison between the carboxylic acids [59,60]. These differences are
also reflected in the crystal density and packing efficiency values, being higher in 1 with
respect to 2. In fact, when the cylinders with the same direction as the planar interactions
of the cocrystals are compared with those of their corresponding carboxylic acids, we
found that the difference of associated total energy values in 1 (−25.8 and −23.4 KJ/mol)
with respect to HPip (−35.6 KJ/mol) is more important than between 2 (−10.8 KJ/mol)
and HCinn (−9.5 KJ/mol). These differences could explain the different m.p. values
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between the cocrystals and their precursor carboxylic acids, being higher in 1 respect to 2
(∆T ≈ 43 ◦C (1) and 25 ◦C (2)).
Finally, the crystal structure of 4,4’-bipy has been analyzed and compared with 2
(SI: Table S3; Figure S11). The structure of 4,4’-bipy is held together by different C-H···N
interactions forming a 2D plane, while the 3D network is obtained through different π···π
interactions. Otherwise, we have seen that 2 expands its structure through the HCinn-
4,4’-bipy heterosynthon and different C-H···O interactions forming chains, that combined
with C-H···π interactions expands to a 3D network. The presence of the acid-pyridine
heterosynthon in 2 may favor the higher m.p. of 2 over 4,4’-bipy. Nonetheless, the presence
of π···π interactions expanding the structure of 4,4’-bipy forming a 3D network against the
C-H···π interactions which form the 3D network in 2 could be again an important factor
which equilibrates the m.p. values. Bearing in mind the completely different structural
packings of both crystal structures, a specific reason to explain the m.p. similarities was
difficult to be found although the mentioned contributions should have an influence on
the obtained values.
4. Conclusions
Two cocrystals have been obtained using 4,4’-bipy as a coformer and HPip and HCinn
carboxylic acids, presenting an important m.p. difference (∆T ≈ 78 ◦C). The reactions have
been carried out through the same methodology, but cocrystals with different acid:4,4’-
bipy molar ratios were obtained, (HPip)(4,4’-bipy) (1) and (HCinn)2(4,4’-bipy) (2). It is
noteworthy that cocrystal 1 shows an unusual behavior of the 4,4’-bipy since it does not
form the classical double acid-pyridine heterosynthon.
The calculated lattice energies indicate that the formation of the two cocrystals is
thermodynamically favored over the crystal structure of the starting molecules. Moreover,
the FTIR-ATR spectra allow the identification of the acidic proton located in the carboxylic
acids by the assignation of the ν(O-H), ν(OH···N) and ν(COOH) signals, while the 1H
NMR revealed the 1:1 and 2:1 molar ratios of 1 and 2, respectively.
The study of the crystal structures supported by Hirshfeld surface analysis show how
cocrystal 1 expands its framework through COOH···N, C-H···O and π···π interactions
forming a lamellar motif, while for 2 the propagation of the structure is promoted by
COOH···N, C-H···O and C-H···π interactions resulting in a herringbone motif. Further-
more, energy frameworks outstand the energetic difference between the π···π interactions
of 1 and the C-H···π interactions of 2, which are responsible for connecting the different
chains in both cocrystals. The different motifs promoted by these planar interactions as
well as the strength ascribed to them are the factors that explain the high difference in m.p.
of 1 respect 2, while the lower acid-pyridine heterosynthons strengths in respect to the
acid-acid homosynthons could explain the lower m.p. values of the cocrystals in respect
to the starting carboxylic acids. Therefore, a clear example where the influence of planar
interactions in the structural packing of cocrystals is reflected on the properties of these
compounds, promoting an important difference in the m.p. values. Differences in the
crystal packing arrays such as those explained in this contribution could be extrapolated to
other pharmaceutical cocrystals whose crystal structures have not been elucidated yet.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4
352/11/2/191/s1, Figure S1. PXRD patterns of cocrystal 1 and 2 and XRD data collected from the
crystal structures of 1 and 2 and their starting molecules. Figures S2 and S3: FTIR-ATR spectra of 1
and 2; Figures S4 and S5: 1H NMR spectra of 1 and 2. Figure S6 and S7: Hirshfeld surfaces of 1 and
2; Figure S8: Percentage contribution to the Hirshfeld surface for the different molecules of 1 and
2. Figure S9-S11: Crystal structures of HPip, HCinn and 4,4’-bipy with their corresponding energy
frameworks diagrams; Table S1: Associated total energy values of the individual intermolecular
interactions of 1 and 2; Table S2: Contribution, total and lattice energies of the crystal structures of the
starting materials and cocrystals 1 and 2; Table S3: Associated total energy values of the individual
intermolecular interactions of the crystal structures of HPip, HCinn and 4,4’-bipy. Complete infor-
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mation about the crystal structure and molecular geometry is available in .cif format as Supporting
Information.
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